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Uniform shows that we are in a community, with shared values. Wearing it says we’re proud of
our community and everything it stands for!

Everyday uniform
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Grey Sweatshirt with our academy logo
Purple polo shirt with our academy logo
Grey full-length trousers or grey skirt
Grey tights or leggings
Purple-checked Summer Dress
Grey Tabard Dress
Black shoes

For Year 6 only:
● Grey Blazer with our academy logo; or
● Grey V-neck jumper with our academy logo
● Striped ‘Princeville’ Tie
● A white collared shirt
● Grey full-length trousers or grey skirt
● Grey Tabard Dress
● Black shoes
Optional during the Covid-19 Pandemic:
● A plain-coloured Face Mask, or similar covering, in grey, black or white

PE Kit
● Purple Sweatshirt with or without our academy logo (please re-use Princeville Primary
School jumpers for this purpose)
● White polo shirt with or without our academy logo; or
● White t-shirt with or without our academy logo
● Black tracksuit bottoms
● Trainers
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Unsuitable Items
We know that trends in clothing and accessories can be appealing but sometimes these aren’t
suitable.
Some items aren’t suitable because they could be dangerous, such as heeled shoes, shoes with
wheels (Heelys etc.) and jewellery (apart from stud earrings). Items are also unsuitable if they are
distracting, like extreme hairstyles or very large hair bows.
Things may change, new trends and fashion might be unsuitable. If we feel anything is
unacceptable for school, we’ll communicate this sensitively and clearly, but we will always tell
you.
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